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Spotify Spotify is about to start using its copious amounts of user data to run targeted ads within its exclusive podcasts. Targeted advertising remains new ground for podcasts, and the announcement puts Spotify up potentially branching out beyond its own shows and starting placing ads on other networks' content. If it
works, Spotify could become a full network of podcast ads. With the technology it calls streaming ad in import, Spotify says it will start introducing ads to its shows in real time, based on what it knows about its users, such as where they are, what kind of device they use, and their age, as well as how the wider web works.
Spotify is already dynamically introducing ads on the music side of its business, it is now expanding and improving this technology for podcasts. The great Spotify related podcast program is being formed This means that if you and I were listening to the same exclusive Spotify podcast, we might receive different ads
because we have different interests, ages, gender and locations, among others. Brands that use Spotify's targeted ads will also receive more detailed data than a typical podcast ad. This includes the number of times listeners have heard an ad, the ad's reach, and the anonymous audience image. Spotify is in a unique
place to pull this feat off. He knows more about his users than most other podcast players, partly because of his recording process, but also because of his knowledge of the musical taste of users. Also, mainly streams podcasts instead of having users download them, a significant difference in how podcasting has
traditionally worked that allows the company to enter ads as people listen and track what you hear. However, this technology won't work when someone downloads an episode instead of streaming it, because a live server connection is required to make decisions to import live ads. But Spotify says it's not worried about
people downloading more than streaming. Very few customers actually download episodes, says Jay Richman, VP and head of the global advertising business and platform at Spotify. In these minority cases, Spotify will fall back on the advertising technology it already uses, which is based on a predefined ad.
(Personally, I download shows every time I'm planning to fly, and I imagine other people do, too.) Spotify knows more about you than others Podcast Currently, podcast advertisers rely on a patchwork of techniques to figure out where they want to advertise, says Stephen Smyk, SVP of podcast and marketing influencer
at Veritone One. The Smyk team calculates what an advertiser wants to achieve, such as more sales or brand awareness, and makes decisions about that goal. In general, the team learns about the demographic audience of a particular show by chatting with the show's creators. These creators get get audience survey
data, in some cases, and sometimes spotify's podcasting dashboard, which is available to anyone viewing their show on the platform. Meanwhile, advertisers measure success by tracking how many people visited unique URLs, used promotional codes, or even talked about an ad on social media. It's a messy system and
isn't nearly as streamlined or sophisticated as web banner technology, but it's been a steady podcasting business for years now, pushing it to reach about $1 billion in annual revenue by 2021. Many companies agree that better ad technology is needed, though. Other players in the podcast industry have tried to make
podcast advertising more standardized and transparent. NPR, for example, introduced its RAD technology, which promised to tell advertisers when their ads were actually heard and not omitted, though it's unclear how well that initiative has gone as it seemed to struggle with adoption. The Interactive Advertising Bureau
has also issued guidelines on ads that determine what a download is, for example, so that creators, hosting providers, and brands all speak the same language. Users may rightly have privacy concerns about their data listening Progress is being made, but the podcasting industry is still primitive compared to web ad
technology that knows most everything about a particular user. Still, there is something to be said for the fact that data of podcast listeners have usually been kept private. Podcasts are sensitive listening data - topics can be niche and revealing - so users may rightly have privacy concerns about how what they consume



will be siphoned back into brands, even anonymously. When asked about this issue, Richman says Spotify takes privacy seriously, particularly because it is based in a European company and is subject to more restrictive privacy rules, such as gdpr. It also says users can opt out of targeting data. Spotify has made it clear
that podcasting is an area where it sees a huge potential for growth. The company invested in multiple podcasting startups last year to build a list of exclusive shows, and unlike its music business, Spotify doesn't have to pay a label every time someone listens to one of these episodes. Spotify has only the original cost
Creating podcast episodes, which are usually relatively cheap to make, and then can continue to make money from its back catalogue. (Premium users also listen to podcast ads, as opposed to ads that listen to music.) Offering more comprehensive and insightful ad technology than anyone else on the market puts
Spotify at a significant advantage and could cause other podcast networks to lose their business, at least until they log in to make a Spotify exclusive. Why not advertise where you can get the most guarantees for the success of your ad? Spotify also hinted at taking this technology and implementing its exclusive
performances. This is just the beginning, says Dawn Ostroff, Spotify's head of content. That means it's possible that the company will take on large ad networks, such as Midroll, to sell ads for other shows and share revenue. Either way, Spotify is the same place to become the center of the podcast universe, and
everyone, from listeners to creators to advertisers, has to deal with this fact. 11 months ago recently, Spotify sent an Agency Media Kit, highlighting all the features and reasons for the brands to be advertised on Spotify in 2020. We thought this would be an ideal time to cover what Spotify Ads offers, as well as how our
own Spotify ad campaigns have done and the lessons we've learned along the way. The company's mission is summarized as follows: On Spotify, our mission is to unlock the potential of human creativity - giving a million creative artists the chance to live off their art and billions of fans the opportunity to enjoy and be
inspired by it. Spotify Ad Studio helps access music around the world through the ad-supported experience. This gives businesses a huge opportunity to be heard by the public that matters most where they are already listening. Spotify is clearly positioned similar to other ad platforms, placing advertisers there at the right
time for its target audience to engage with their ads. Similar to other platforms like Facebook, they pride themselves on having a wide, diverse range of audiences based on listening habits, music preferences and now with podcasts, there's even more insight into what topics people are on. Working in Digital Marketing we
have seen the means we use for our advertising evolve over the years. from just text-based search ads to image banners and later animations &amp; video ads, but audio advertising is often overlooked. It may be because traditionally the nearest equivalent - radio - was quite expensive and lacking in tracking/sales
performance or leads. But Spotify Ads faces several of these previous roadblocks by adding to audio ads in a company's marketing mix. Reasons why brands should take into account monthly active users of Spotify Ads 248M, out of those 141 million users who receive ads. 51% of Spotify's audience comes from mobile
devices, which means listeners can be at home, on the go, on the spot, etc. Giving more opportunities to reach your target audience when it matters most. 7/10 Spotify users have a positive view of the businesses they advertise on Spotify. Users say it makes brands look relevant, new, genuine, intelligent, reliable,
innovative and reliable. There are many times when we are not in front of our screens, especially when listening to music. This allows Spotify to take your message to those key times when someone isn't in front of a device or computer. With a strong strong your target audience/demographics, you can very easily limit
yourself to extremely relevant audiences on Spotify. Spotify Ads Targeting Audience despite being a relatively new advertising platform, Spotify Ads has an interesting approach when it comes to targeting audiences. Not only do they provide interest in targeting, they base their interests on real-time environment
categories that allow you to target people when they do certain activities that might match your brand's audience. Some examples of this are people who move/listen in a car – you could target people who fall into these categories for professional services or car customers. Or companies that sell technology products can
target those interested in tech podcasts or users streaming through pop-up platforms, such as smart TVs, game consoles, or smart speakers. If you have a strong understanding of your target audience or defined customer personalities, then Spotify Ads could be a logical next step in making the most of these audiences
and making the most of Spotify's unique reach. There are still common demographic targeting and location targeting, with Spotify now being able to target the zip code to show a highly relevant ad within your target area. From personal experience I've heard a number of brand ads using local ads, indicating the city I'm in
– right away that grabs attention more than a generic advertising message and is likely to garner more commitment as if local PPC ads have performed just as well in the past. Spotify Ads Reference Unfortunately, the reporting platform is an area where I feel Spotify is a little lacking. The platform is still quite new and will
certainly evolve and become more detailed as it gathers strength, but compared to saying Facebook or Google Ads the level of reporting &amp; insight that can be gained from the platform alone is quite lacking. For example, there is no metric or setting to track conversions that are unfortunate at a time when every
marketing budget is controlled and must provide some kind of return on investment for customers. Spotify frames their platform as measured more for reach &amp; ad frequency than clicks and conversions, but it would still be nice to have this functionality, since many competing ad platforms have this. However, there
are definitely ways around reporting and monitoring issues, you can UTM tracking tags on urls of your ads that will make Spotify traffic traceable to Google Analytics or any other CRM/Lead Management systems. Spotify Ads Clicky case studies have recently worked on two campaigns where Spotify was considered an
ideal platform for spreading two very different messages with great results. Spotify's audience targeting and huge reach were ideal for our customers and helped raise awareness of two different marketing goals. First, our work Heathrow Airport where we supported with the research, design and execution of a major
audio advertising campaign through Spotify. The ultimate aim of the campaign was to encourage the general public (especially those aged between 18-30 based in London) to participate and have their say on heathrow's future as it seeks expansion.  The campaign urged our audience to visit and complete a survey on
the planned expansion, the ad received 869,887 views in the course of a month.    Our other recent Spotify Ads campaign was for Animal Trust Vets. Animal Trust is a fast-growing non-profit Veterinarian with branches located throughout the North of England.  To support this development we wanted to advertise on their
sites about why pet owners should choose the Animal Trust and Spotify was perfect for it.  With an audio ad created and recorded to reflect the personal, emotional nature of the subject, we were able to talk to our target audience with the exact right message &amp; tone. The scope of the campaign was much higher
than other campaigns on other platforms and will have offered increased awareness &amp; brand recognition to support other marketing activities across PPC &amp; Paid Social as well.  So Spotify Ads is definitely a platform that business owners should consider in 2020, with a huge user base the app is now a key part
of many people's lives. With many different situations and moments when people listen to Spotify, it opens the door to real-time-based advertising framework, allowing advertisers &amp; brands to reach their target audience when it matters most.  If you're interested in Spotify Ads campaigns or want to discuss your own
business and how Spotify could work for you, then feel free to get in touch with us and one of our team will be happy to help you and talk to you about including Spotify in your marketing mix. Mix.
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